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About This Content

Look at you now! Looking good! With the musketeer pack you will slice the infected brains and hearts with just one swing!

This DLC contains:

Headgear (musketeer hat).

A weapon (rapier).

A pet (nightingale).

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Title: How To Survive 2 - Musketeer Skin Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eko Software
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. fun for alll age's lol. Okay if you want one
more melee weapon.. The second last review! and this one like said before is very similiar to the Pirate DLC. but this one is a
little more interesting

starting with the hat. because the hat actually looks decent. of course it just gives the stock DLC -30% damage reduction. but
unlike the Pirate DLC hat. it doesn't look half bad. as well as the fact this one has a much more entertaining cosplay. the three
muskateers! not that I ever found two other people with this DLC. but you know, maybe you can eventually. and have your own.

and the weapon! it is looks like a fencing sword. and that is kinda what I wanted it to be. because currently it looks like a mix
between a fencing sword. and sword with a fancy hilt. the blade of this thing just looks strange. and like the other sword it just
doesn't do well. although it is better than the pirate sword! because it only takes 5 stamina each swing! so yeah. the strange blade
happens to make it easier to swing after all.

and now the pet! this thing is the only pet in the game that is tiny! adorable little thing will sit on your shoulder like all the
others. just smaller. and this time the stat gains are the stock carry bonus and zombie detection range bonus, but then some
sprint speed and health bonus. I guess his smalll size makes him weigh you down less. go a bit faster with him on you unlike all
the other bigger DLC birds. and I would say it is the tank bird, but that goes to the last DLC bird I will be reviewing.

again, this DLC is just not something I can see being used outside of fun moments with friends. so only get it if you have plans
with the items. otherwise they will claim dust in the private trunk.. Others try ! I succeed... This DLC contains the Musketeer's
hat (30% damage reduction), the Rapier (around 2500 DPS) and the Nightgale pet :

Sprint speed + 25%

Distance infected detected + 2000m

Health bonus + 100%

Weight bonus 30A frenchie DLC for baguette lovers.. Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. Others try ! I succeed... This DLC
contains the Musketeer's hat (30% damage reduction), the Rapier (around 2500 DPS) and the Nightgale pet :

Sprint speed + 25%

Distance infected detected + 2000m

Health bonus + 100%

Weight bonus 30A frenchie DLC for baguette lovers.
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The second last review! and this one like said before is very similiar to the Pirate DLC. but this one is a little more interesting

starting with the hat. because the hat actually looks decent. of course it just gives the stock DLC -30% damage reduction. but
unlike the Pirate DLC hat. it doesn't look half bad. as well as the fact this one has a much more entertaining cosplay. the three
muskateers! not that I ever found two other people with this DLC. but you know, maybe you can eventually. and have your own.

and the weapon! it is looks like a fencing sword. and that is kinda what I wanted it to be. because currently it looks like a mix
between a fencing sword. and sword with a fancy hilt. the blade of this thing just looks strange. and like the other sword it just
doesn't do well. although it is better than the pirate sword! because it only takes 5 stamina each swing! so yeah. the strange blade
happens to make it easier to swing after all.

and now the pet! this thing is the only pet in the game that is tiny! adorable little thing will sit on your shoulder like all the
others. just smaller. and this time the stat gains are the stock carry bonus and zombie detection range bonus, but then some
sprint speed and health bonus. I guess his smalll size makes him weigh you down less. go a bit faster with him on you unlike all
the other bigger DLC birds. and I would say it is the tank bird, but that goes to the last DLC bird I will be reviewing.

again, this DLC is just not something I can see being used outside of fun moments with friends. so only get it if you have plans
with the items. otherwise they will claim dust in the private trunk.. Okay if you want one more melee weapon.. The second last
review! and this one like said before is very similiar to the Pirate DLC. but this one is a little more interesting

starting with the hat. because the hat actually looks decent. of course it just gives the stock DLC -30% damage reduction. but
unlike the Pirate DLC hat. it doesn't look half bad. as well as the fact this one has a much more entertaining cosplay. the three
muskateers! not that I ever found two other people with this DLC. but you know, maybe you can eventually. and have your own.

and the weapon! it is looks like a fencing sword. and that is kinda what I wanted it to be. because currently it looks like a mix
between a fencing sword. and sword with a fancy hilt. the blade of this thing just looks strange. and like the other sword it just
doesn't do well. although it is better than the pirate sword! because it only takes 5 stamina each swing! so yeah. the strange blade
happens to make it easier to swing after all.

and now the pet! this thing is the only pet in the game that is tiny! adorable little thing will sit on your shoulder like all the
others. just smaller. and this time the stat gains are the stock carry bonus and zombie detection range bonus, but then some
sprint speed and health bonus. I guess his smalll size makes him weigh you down less. go a bit faster with him on you unlike all
the other bigger DLC birds. and I would say it is the tank bird, but that goes to the last DLC bird I will be reviewing.

again, this DLC is just not something I can see being used outside of fun moments with friends. so only get it if you have plans
with the items. otherwise they will claim dust in the private trunk.. fun for alll age's lol. Just because it still seems to be an issue
with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. Okay if you want one more melee weapon.
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